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 On the basis of a wider range of English passive constructions than heretofore 
understood, this paper develops the relation between bottom-up tree construction and the 
structure of the lexicon. Developing the bifurcated lexical model justified in Leixicon and 
Grammar (Mouton de Gruyter, 2000), it challenges a widely held preconception that lexical 
selection is somehow uniform and separate from the actual workings of syntactic derivations. 
 The theoretical content is based on first recognizing that English verbal passives are not 
limited to complements of two intransitive grammatical verbs be  and get, but are equally well 
formed with six further transitive grammatical verbs: have, get, want, need, see and hear.  
  
(1) The players { had/ heard/ *let/ *found } [ the insults shouted at them (by irate fans) ]. 
(2)  As for prizes, we { got/ wanted/ *noticed / *felt } [them handed  to us (personally)] . 
(3)  You may { see/ need/ ?observe/ *make } [the receipts put into the right files (by a clerk)].  
(4) She { had/ got/ wanted/ needed/ saw/ heard/  *felt/ *found } [ Jim brought in to a judge ]. 
(5)   He { saw/ wanted } [ Baghdad approached ], but he didn’t { see/ want } [it handed over ]. 
(6)  The coach didn’t want players watched from outside ], so he had [ Jim posted at the door ]. 
  
The first characterization of this construction (available in my Discovering Syntax, Mouton de 
Gruyter 2007)  provides many paradigms, of which these examples are representative, to show 
that the bracketed strings in (1)-(6) are, contrary to first reactions of the theoretically schooled, 

• NOT DP-internal modifiers of direct objects (though some can also be that), 
• NOT null operator constructions (they rather have passive paradigms), 
• NOT adjectival passives, 
• NOT self-contained small clauses. 
 

On the contrary, these and familiar direct passives realize the structure Vk (DP) XP, where: 
• V is (i) stative, (ii), independently transitive or intransitive (the bold Vk above are 

transitive outside of passive paradigms), and (iii) without purely semantic features; 
• X = Vj - en, i.e., passive participles, where counterparts of -en in related languages such 

as French, German, Spanish, Ukrainian, etc. show adjectival morphology. 
Crucially, an unemarked generalization restricts Vk to items with no purely semantic 
specifications, i.e. to Vs in the grammatical lexicon (“Syntacticon”). No Vk  from the open class 
Dictionary can select a verbal passive participle as complement.  
 The Syntacticon entry for participial -en, valid for all passives, direct and indirect and 
verbal and adjectival,  is as follows.  
 
(7)   -en, A, V___, φ  (English and Spanish; φ can also appear in parentheses in e.g. German) 
 
φ represents “alternatively realized” gender and number of an object DP sister of [ V - [A  -en ]], 
and forces (English and Spanish) or allows (German and Ukrainian) DP to be empty. A variant 
on  (7) allows Vk = have to occur intransitively with the feature PAST on -en (rather than φ), 
yielding “(active) perfect aspect,” akin to grammatical idioms such as PAST - use (used to - V), 
go  - ing (go V - ing …):  have thrown stones, didn’t use to throw stones, go throwing stones, etc. 



 The paper’s hypotheses and argumentation concern how a maximally simple entry (7) 
inserts -en into structure (8) so as to predict all the long known, robust paradigms that distinguish 
verbal passives (direct and indirect) on the one hand and adjectival passives on the other. 
 
(8)     VP 
   
         Vk   (DP)                            AP, φ 
  
      …       A, φ     DPi, φ           …   

 
  Vj        A, φ     Ø 
 

        lexical item          Ø   
 
Among other paradigms, an adequate model of tree construction and lexical insertion must 

be able to explain why: 
• Verbal passives are interpreted in LF exactly as if the A is entirely absent; 
• Adjectival passives are interpreted in LF exactly as if the A is present; 
• Verbal passives are selected only by closed class Vk that are Syntacticon members; 
• Adjectival passives are selected by open class Dictionary V (remain, stay, appear, 

turn, feel, look, smell, consider, declare, find, etc. 
• Both types of passives behave identically in PF, and both exhibit the exact adjectival 

agreement patterns of other As in a given language; 
• The empty DPi in verbal passives can be a derived object (indirect; raising to object); 
• The empty DPi in adjectival passives must be a deep direct object, as established in 

Levin and Rappaport’s 1985 Linguistic Inquiry article, 
• Verbal passives allow by-phrases and interpreted covert subjects, but adjectival 

passives do not; 
•  Verb-object idioms survive in verbal passives but not in adjectival passives. 

In my view, current treatments don’t even consider such criteria, much less meet them.  
 In all this, it appears that AP is a phase in both kinds of passives. That is, when the t 
construction passes from AP to VP in the above tree, both types of participles are sent to LF for 
(different) interpretations. But the syntactic derivation in the higher clause depends entirely and 
crucially on whether -en  has been inserted before or after the phase domain AP has been sent 
to LF.  
 The paper’s theory of lexical insertion is based on a bifurcated lexicon, whereby 
Syntacticon items have privileges of possible insertion completely unavailable to open class 
items. This theory thus also explains why open class items seem “regular” and closed class items 
“irregular.” Syntacticon items, like the different elements in chemical theory, each have their 
own unique behavior (often mistaken in linguistics, as perhaps alchemy, as “irregularity”). 
Finally, the paper concludes by showing how to express the marked “polyfunctional behavior” of 
-en in the lexical entry (7); relatively few morphemes are polyfunctional in this sense. 


